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Abstract
Unsupervised text attribute transfer automatically transforms a text to alter a spe-
cific attribute (e.g. sentiment) without using any parallel data, while simultaneously
preserving its attribute-independent content. The dominant approaches are trying
to model the content-independent attribute separately, e.g., learning different at-
tributes’ representations or using multiple attribute-specific decoders. However, it
may lead to inflexibility from the perspective of controlling the degree of transfer
or transferring over multiple aspects at the same time. To address the above prob-
lems, we propose a more flexible unsupervised text attribute transfer framework
which replaces the process of modeling attribute with minimal editing of latent
representations based on an attribute classifier. Specifically, we first propose a
Transformer-based autoencoder to learn an entangled latent representation for a dis-
crete text, then we transform the attribute transfer task to an optimization problem
and propose the Fast-Gradient-Iterative-Modification algorithm to edit the latent
representation until conforming to the target attribute. Extensive experimental
results demonstrate that our model achieves very competitive performance on three
public data sets. Furthermore, we also show that our model can not only control
the degree of transfer freely but also allow to transfer over multiple aspects at the
same time.2
1 Introduction
Text attribute transfer is a task of editing a text to alter specific attributes, such as sentiment, style
and tense [14]. It has drawn much attention in the natural language generation field and it is a
requirement of a controllable natural language generation system. Given a source text with an
attribute (e.g., positive sentiment), the goal of the task is to generate a new text with a different
attribute (e.g., negative sentiment). The generated text should meet the requirements: (i) maintaining
the attribute-independent content as the source text, (ii) conforming to the target attribute and (iii)
still maintaining the linguistic fluency. However, due to the lack of parallel corpora exemplifying the
desired transformations between source and target attributes, most approaches [4, 9, 22, 20, 23, 17,
28, 29, 27, 14, 13] are unsupervised and can only access non-parallel or monolingual data.
The dominant methods of unsupervised text attribute transfer are to separately model attribute and
content representations, such as using multiple attribute-specific decoders [4] or combining the content
representations with different attribute representations to decode texts with target attribute in an
adversarial [9, 22, 20, 23, 17, 28, 29, 27, 14] or non-adversarial [13] way. Nevertheless, such practices
have shortcomings. First, because they try to disentangle attribute and attribute-independent content,
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this may undermine the integrity and result in poor readability of the generated sentences. Second,
they require modeling each new attribute separately and thus lack flexibility and controllability.
To address the above problems, we propose a controllable unsupervised text attribute transfer frame-
work, which not only can flexibly control the degree of transfer, but also can control transfer over
multiple aspects (e.g., modification of sentiments towards multiple aspects in a text) at the same
time. We achieve this goal by modifying the source text’s latent representation. Different from the
mainstream methods [9, 22, 20, 23, 17, 28, 29, 27], which learn the attribute and content represen-
tations separately and then decode the text with the target attribute, our latent representation is an
entangled representation of both attribute and content. Our model consists of a Transformer-based
autoencoder and an attribute classifier. We first train the autoencoder and the classifier separately
and use the encoder to get the latent representation of the source text, and then we use our proposed
Fast-Gradient-Iterative-Modification (FGIM) algorithm to iteratively edit the latent representation,
until the latent representation can be identified as target attribute by the classifier. So that the target
text can be decoded from the modified latent representation by the decoder.
Our contributions are summarized as follows: (1) We build a Transformer-based autoencoder with
low reconstruction bias to learn an entangled latent representation for both attribute and content,
rather than treating them separately, so the integrity of the language expressions will not be damaged.
And the decoded target text will keep natural and fluency (requirement iii). (2) We design a Fast-
Gradient-Iterative-Modification (FGIM) algorithm by using a well-trained attribute classifier to
provide an appropriate modification direction for the latent representation, so we will modify the
latent representation as little as possible (requirement i) until conforming to the target attribute
(requirement ii). (3) Our method is capable to control text attribute in a more flexible way, e.g.,
controlling the degree of attribute transfer and allowing to transfer over multiple aspects. (4) Our
method achieves very competitive performance on three datasets, especially in terms of text fluency
and transfer success rate.
2 Related Work
Text Attribute Transfer: Text attribute transfer was inspired by visual style transfer [10, 6, 31,
15]. Recently, various approaches have been proposed for handling textual data, mainly aiming at
controlling the writing style of sentences. However, it is hard to find large scale datasets of parallel
sentences written in different styles. Li et al. [14] released three small crowd-sourced text style
transfer datasets for evaluation purposes, where the sentiment had been swapped (between positive
and negative) while preserving the content. Controlled text attribute transfer from unsupervised data
is thus the focus of recent researches.
In general, related researches on unsupervised text attribute transfer are divided into two main
categories, phrase based and latent representation based. The phrase-based approaches [14, 27]
explicitly separate attribute phrases from attribute-independent content phrases and replace them
with phrases of target attribute. But it may damage the overall consistency of the sentence and make
the generated text unnatural [25]. Another is to learn latent representations, and most solutions use
adversarial methods [9, 22, 20, 4, 23, 17, 28, 29] to learn the latent representation of attribute and
content, and then pass through different attribute-specific decoders or combining attribute and content
latent representations to generate a variation of the input sentence with different attribute.
As mentioned above most approaches learn the attribute and content representations separately.
However, the generated text of such methods may have poor readability. Besides, Lample et al. [13]’s
experiment also shows there is no need to disentangle the attribute and content. Lample et al. [13]’s
work is most related to ours, but in Lample et al. [13]’s approach, it still needs an extra attribute
embedding to control the attribute of generated text. In this study, we try to explore an unsupervised
attribute transfer method that only needs to iteratively edit the entangled latent representation of
attribute and content.
Adversarial Samples Generation: Our work is also related to adversarial samples generation [7, 30],
which also uses the adversarial gradient to edit continuous samples to change classifier’s predictions.
However, different from them, we edit on the latent space and then decode samples, rather than
directly editing the samples. In addition, we want to generate meaningful samples that match the
goals, rather than producing a small perturbation to fool the classifier.
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Figure 1: Model architecture.
3 Model
3.1 Problem Formalization
We consider a dataset X , which has n sentences, and each sentence x is paired with an attribute
vector y. For example, we can use y = (ytense, ysentiment) to represent both “tense” and “sentiment”
attributes of a sentence, or use y = (yappearance, yaroma, ypalate, ytaste, yoverall) to represent the
sentiment types or values on five aspects of a beer review. In most cases, y actually contains only
one attribute, e.g., the overall sentiment. In general, given source text x and target attribute y′,
text attribute transfer seeks to generate fluent target text xˆ′, which preserves the original attribute-
independent content but conforms to the target attribute y′.
3.2 Model Overview
The architecture of our proposed model is depicted in Figure 1. The whole framework can be divided
into three sub-models: an encoder Eθe which encodes the text x into a latent representation z, a
decoder Dθd which decodes text xˆ from z, and an attribute classifier Cθc that classifies attribute of
the latent representation z. That is:
z = Eθe(x); y = Cθc(z); xˆ = Dθd(z). (1)
Formally, in this work, we formulate the text attribute transfer task as an optimization problem.
More specifically, we first propose a Transformer-based autoencoder to learn a latent representation
z = Eθ(x) of a discrete text, which is entangled with content and attribute. Then, the task of finding
the target text xˆ′ with target attribute y′ can be formulated as the following optimization problem:
xˆ′ = Dθd(z
′) where z′ = argminz∗ ||z∗ − Eθe(x)|| s.t. Cθc(z∗) = y′. (2)
To solve this problem, we propose the Fast-Gradient-Iterative-Modification algorithm (FGIM), which
modifies z based on the gradient of back-propagation by linearizing the attribute classifier’s loss
function on z.
In brief, we transform the original problem to find an optimal representation z′ that conforms to the
target attribute y′ (requirement ii) and is “closest” to z (requirement i), then we decode the target
text xˆ′ from z′ (requirement iii).
Transformer-based Autoencoder: One of the key points of our model is to build an autoencoder
with low reconstruction bias. Inspired by the superiority of Transformer [26] on many text generation
tasks [26, 21, 3], we propose a Transformer-based autoencoder with low reconstruction bias to learn
the latent representation of source text. We first pass source text x through the original Transformer’s
encoder (Etransformer) [26] and get the intermediate representations U . Because the Transformer
architecture is suboptimal for language model itself, neither self-attention nor positional embedding
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in the Transformer is able to effectively incorporate the word-level sequential context [1]. So we add
extra positional embeddings H [26] to U . Next we pass U through a GRU layer with self-attention
to further utilize the sequence information. Then we apply a sigmoid activation function on the GRU
hidden representations and sum them to get the final latent representation z (Figure 1):
z = Eθe(x) = Sum(Sigmoid(GRU(U +H))), where U = Etransformer(x). (3)
Finally the target text xˆ can be decoded from z. During the autoencoder optimization process, we
adopt the label smoothing regularization [2] to improve the performance of the model. Hence, our
autoencoder reconstruction loss is:
Lae(Dθd(Eθe(x)),x) = Lae(Dθd(z),x) = −
|x|∑
((1− ε)
v∑
i=1
p¯i log(pi) +
ε
v
v∑
i=1
log(pi)), (4)
where v denotes the vocabulary size, and ε denotes the smoothing parameter. The last item
( εv
∑v
i=1 log(pi)) is the introduction of noise to relax our confidence in the label. For each time step,
p and p¯ are the predicted probability distribution and the ground truth probability distribution over
the vocabulary, respectively.
Attribute Classifier for Latent Representation: In our framework, we use an attribute classifier
to provide the direction (gradient) for editing the latent representation that conforming to the target
attribute. Our classifier is two stacks of linear layer with sigmoid activation function, and the attribute
classification loss is:
Lc(Cθc(z),y) = −
|q|∑
i=1
q¯i log qi, (5)
where q represents the predicted attribute probability distribution and q¯ is the true attribute probability
distribution. Additionally, in practice we find it benefits the results to optimize the above two loss
functions separately, rather than training them jointly.
3.3 Fast Gradient Iterative Modification Algorithm
The goal of editing latent representation is to transfer from the source attribute to the target attribute.
That is to find an optimal representation z′, which is “closest” to z in the latent space and conforms to
the target attribute y′. Inspired by Goodfellow et al. [7], we ascertain the fastest modification direction
with the gradient back-propagation of attribute classification loss calculation. More specifically, to
get an optimal z′, we first use z as the input of Cθc and use y′ as the label to calculate the gradient
to z. Then we modify z in this direction iteratively until we get a z′ that can be identified as the
target attribute y′ by the classifier Cθc . Note that the gradient is computed with respect to the input
z, instead of the model parameters θc. In other words, we use the gradient to change z rather than
change model parameters θc. In each iteration, the newly modified latent representation z∗ can be
formulated as:
z∗ = z − wi∇zLc(Cθc(z),y′), (6)
wherewi is the modification weight used for controlling the degree of transfer. Contrary to Goodfellow
et al. [7], we want a modification to make the latent representation more different in attribute, but not
a tiny adversarial perturbation to fool the classifier. Thus we propose a Dynamic-weight-initialization
method to allocate the initial modification weight wi in each trial process. More specifically, we give
a set of weights w = {wi}, and our algorithm will dynamically try each weight in w from small to
large until we get our target latent representation z′. This will prevent the modification of z from
falling into local optimum. In each trial process, the initial weight wi ∈ w will iteratively decay by
multiplying a fixed decay coefficient λ. Our algorithm is shown in Alg 1.
Our Fast Gradient Iterative Modification algorithm has the following advantages:
Attribute Transfer over Multiple Aspects: Compared to the methods which use extra attribute
embedding [22, 9] or multi-decoder [4], our proposed framework transfers the source text’s attribute
into any target attribute by using only the classifier Cθc and the target attribute y. One of the
advantages of our model is the flexibility to design the goals of the attribute classifier to achieve the
attribute transfer over multiple aspects, which no other models have attempted.
Transfer Degree Control: Our model can use different modification weight in w to control the
degree of modification, thus achieving the control of the degree of attribute transfer, which is never
considered by other models.
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Algorithm 1 Fast Gradient Iterative Modification Algorithm.
Input: Original latent representation z; Well-trained attribute classifier Cθc ; A set of weights w = {wi};
Decay coefficient λ; Target attribute y′; Threshold t;
Output: An optimal modified latent representation z′;
1: for each wi ∈ w do
2: z∗ = z − wi∇zLc(Cθc(z),y′);
3: for s-steps do
4: if |y′ − Cθc(z∗)| < t then z′ = z∗ ; Break;
5: end if
6: wi = λwi;
7: z∗ = z∗ − wi∇z∗Lc(Cθc(z∗),y′);
8: end for
9: end for
10: return z′;
4 Experiment
Implementation: In our Transformer-based autoencoder, the embedding size, the latent size and the
dimension size of self-attention are all set to 256. The hidden size of GRU and batch-size are set to
128. The inner dimension of Feed-Forward Networks (FFN) in Transformer is set to 1024. Besides,
each of the encoder and decoder is stacked by two layers of Transformer. The smoothing parameter ε
is set to 0.1. For the classifier, the dimensions of the two linear layers are 100 and 50. For our FGIM,
the weight set w, the threshold t and the decay coefficient λ are set to {1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0},
0.001 and 0.9, respectively. The optimizer we use is Adam [12] and the initial learning rate is 0.001.
We implement our model based on Pytorch 0.4.
Datasets: We use datasets provided in Li et al. [14] for sentiment and style transfer experiments.
Yelp: This dataset consists of Yelp reviews for flipping sentiment. We consider reviews with a
rating above three as positive samples and those below three as negative ones; Amazon: This dataset
consists of product reviews from Amazon [8] for flipping sentiment. Similar to Yelp, we label the
reviews with a rating higher than three as positive and less than three as negative; Captions: This
dataset consists of image captions [5] for changing between romantic and humorous styles. Each
caption is labeled as either romantic or humorous. It is worth noting that there are only manual
reference answers on the test set. The statistics of the above three datasets are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Statistics for Yelp, Amazon, Captions datasets.
Dataset Styles #Train #Dev #Test #Vocab Max-Length Mean-Length
Yelp Negative 180,000 2,000 500 9,640 15 8.89Positive 270,000 2,000 500
Amazon Negative 277,000 1,015 500 58,991 34 14.84Positive 278,000 985 500
Captions Humorous 6,000 300 300 8,693 20 14.04Romantic 6,000 300 300
4.1 Sentiment and Style Transfer Results
We compare our model with eight state-of-the-art models, including CrossAlign [22], MultiDec [4],
StyleEmb [4], CycleRL [27], BackTrans [20], RuleBase [14], DelRetrGen [14] and UnsupMT [29].
Automatic Evaluation: Following previous works [22, 14, 29], we evaluate models’ performance
from three aspects: 1) Acc: we measure the attribute transfer accuracy of the generated texts with a
fastText classifier [11] trained on the training data; 2) BLEU [19]: we use the multi-BLEU3 metric to
calculate the similarity between the generated sentences and the references written by human; 3) PPL:
we measure the fluency of the generated sentences by the perplexity calculated with the language
model trained on the respective corpus. The language model is borrowed from the language modeling
toolkit - SRILM [24]. The results are shown in Table 2.
3https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/blob/master/scripts/generic/multi-bleu.perl
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Table 2: Automatic evaluation results. ↓ means the smaller the better. We bold the results of our
model and underline the best results.
Methods Yelp Amazon CaptionsAcc BLEU PPL ↓ Acc BLEU PPL ↓ Acc BLEU PPL ↓
CrossAlign [22] 72.3% 9.1 50.8 70.3% 1.9 66.2 78.3% 1.8 69.8
MultiDec [4] 50.2% 14.5 84.5 67.3% 9.1 60.3 68.3% 6.6 60.2
StyleEmb [4] 10.2% 21.1 47.9 43.6% 15.1 60.1 56.2% 8.8 57.1
CycleRL [27] 53.6% 18.8 98.2 52.3% 14.4 183.2 45.2% 5.8 50.3
BackTrans [20] 93.4% 2.5 49.5 84.6% 1.5 48.3 78.3% 1.6 68.3
RuleBase [14] 80.3% 22.6 66.6 67.8% 33.6 52.1 85.3% 19.2 35.6
DelRetrGen [14] 88.8% 16.0 49.6 51.2% 29.3 55.4 90.4% 12.0 33.4
UnsupMT [29] 95.2% 22.8 53.9 84.2% 33.9 57.9 95.5% 12.7 31.2
Ours 95.4% 24.6 46.2 85.3% 34.1 47.4 92.3% 17.6 23.7
Table 3: Human evaluation results. The kappa coefficient of the three workers is 0.56 ∈ (0.41, 0.60),
which means that the consistency is moderate.
Methods Yelp Amazon CaptionsAtt Con Gra Att Con Gra Att Con Gra
CrossAlign [22] 2.5 2.8 3.3 2.7 2.7 3.1 2.1 2.5 3.0
MultiDec [4] 2.3 3.1 2.7 2.6 2.9 2.9 2.5 2.6 2.9
StyleEmb [4] 2.6 3.0 2.9 3.1 2.8 3.2 2.3 3.1 3.0
CycleRL [27] 2.9 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.2 2.5 2.9 2.8
BackTrans [20] 2.0 2.4 2.9 2.6 2.8 3.4 2.4 2.8 2.8
RuleBase [14] 3.4 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.7 3.8 2.6 3.1 3.0
DelRetrGen [14] 3.2 2.9 3.0 3.7 3.6 3.4 2.5 2.9 3.2
UnsupMT [29] 3.2 3.3 3.5 3.7 4.0 3.7 2.8 2.8 3.3
Ours 3.6 3.5 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.1 3.5 3.4 3.5
From the results, we can see that: 1) Phrase-based methods (e.g., RuleBase [14]) are not good at
keeping fluency, even if they have achieved high BLEU scores. 2) The attribute accuracy and BLEU
scores of the sentences generated by our model are promisingly high, indicating that our model
can effectively modify attributes without changing too much attribute-independent content. 3) The
sentences generated by our model are more fluent than that of baseline models. Overall, our model
performs better than all baseline models over all metrics on the Yelp and Amazon datasets, and
outperforms most of the baseline models on the Captions datasets.
Human Evaluation: Further, we conduct a human evaluation to evaluate the quality of generated
sentences more accurately. For each dataset, we randomly extract 200 samples (i.e., 100 sentences
generated for each target attribute, e.g., positive→ negative and negative→ positive, or humorous
→ romantic and romantic→ humorous.) and then hire three workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT) to score each of the items from three aspects: the attribute accuracy (Att), the retainment of
content (Con) and the fluency of sentences (Gra). The scores range from 1 to 5, and 5 is the best. The
final average scores are shown in Table 3.
As can be seen from the results, our model outperforms baselines by a wide margin on all metrics,
which demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed Transformer-based autoencoder and FGIM
algorithm. Moreover, texts generated by our model have better fluency and attribute accuracy, which
indicates a positive correlation between human evaluation and automatic evaluation. Even in the
eyes of humans, our model excels in the preservation of content, indicating that our model loses less
information while achieving the goal of attribute transfer. We show some examples generated by the
models in Supplementary Material.
4.2 Multi-Aspect Sentiment Transfer
In order to evaluate the capability of multi-aspect sentiment transfer of our model, we use a Beer-
Advocate dataset, which was scraped from Beer Advocate [16]. Beer-Advocate is a large online
review community boasting 1,586,614 reviews of 66,051 distinct items composed by 33,387 users.
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Table 4: Results for multi-aspect attribute transfer. The kappa coefficient of the three workers is 0.67
∈ (0.61, 0.80), which means that the consistency is substantial.
Aspects Acc Att Con Gra
Appearance 90.2% 3.2 3.5 3.8
Aroma 89.3% 3.4 3.9 3.7
Palate 91.2% 3.1 3.8 3.7
Taste 88.2% 3.4 3.7 3.6
Overall 87.3% 3.6 4.0 3.8
Each review is accompanied by five numerical ratings over five aspects of “appearance”, “aroma”,
“palate”, “taste” and “overall” (here we simply treat "overall" as a special aspect), and each rating is
normalized into [0, 1].
As far as we know, there are no previous works investigating aspect-based sentiment transfer, because
it is difficult to disentangle sentiment attributes from multiple different aspects or learn so many
different combinations of aspect-based sentiments. However, our model can achieve this goal
by training the corresponding aspect-based sentiment classifier. We train our Transformer-based
autoencoder on this dataset using Lae, and then we train our aspect-based sentiment classifier by
the new five-dimension attribute vector y = {yappearance, yaroma, ypalate, ytaste, yoverall}, which
means five sentiment values of a beer review towards five aspects. For evaluation, we randomly
sample 300 items to perform the multi-aspect sentiment transfer. For the sake of simplicity, we aim to
transform 150 texts into texts with all negative sentiments over five aspects y = (0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
and transform the other 150 texts into texts with all positive sentiments y = (1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0).
We evaluate the sentiment accuracy (Acc) of generated texts towards different aspects by a FastText
classifier [11] trained on the training data. Moreover, we employ three workers on AMT to score
each of them according to sentiment accuracy (Att), preservation of content (Con) and fluency (Gra),
the same as before.
The results are shown in Table 4, and some cases are shown in Supplementary Material. We see
that the achieved sentiment accuracy is high, which means that our model can perform sentiment
transfer over multiple aspects at the same time. Considering the results of human evaluation, our
model has good fluency and preservation of content when performing sentiment transferring over
multiple aspects. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work investigating the aspect-based
attribute transfer task.
4.3 Transfer Degree Control
As is mentioned before, our model can use modification weight in w to control the degree of attribute
transfer. Further, We want to have an insight into the impact of differentw on the modification results.
We let w contain only one value and then let the value change from small to large, the visualization
results are shown in Figure 2. Some conclusions can be concluded from the results: 1) As the value
in w increases, the attribute of the generated sentence becomes more and more accurate. 2) However,
the BLUE score first increases and then decreases, we argue that this is because the attribute of
some human-written references is not obvious. 3) PPL has not changed so much, which proves the
effectiveness of our autoencoder with low reconstruction bias, and our latent representation editing
method does not damage the fluency and naturalness of the sentence.
We also show two examples in Yelp test dataset in Table 5 (more cases are shown in Supplementary
Material). From the table, we can see that as the value in w increases, the target attribute of the
generated sentence becomes more obvious. To the best of our knowledge, our model is the first one
that can control the degree of attribute transfer.
4.4 Latent Representation Modification Study
In order to illustrate the latent representation editing result more clearly, we use T-SNE [18] to
visualize the latent representation in the modification process. More specifically, we present latent
representations of Yelp’s test dataset (source), and the modified latent representations with different
transfer degree weight in w, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Influence of the modification weight w.
Table 5: Examples of generation with different modification weight w.
Positive ->Negative Negative ->Positive
Source: really good service and food . it is n’t terrible , but it is n’t very good either .
Human: the service was bad it is n’t perfect , but it is very good .
w = {1} really good service and food . it is n’t terrible , but it is n’t very good either .
w = {2} very good service and food . it is n’t terrible , but it is n’t very good delicious either .
w = {3} very good food but service is terrible ! it is n’t terrible , but it is very good delicious either .
w = {4} not good food and service is terrible ! it is n’t terrible , but it is very good and delicious .
w = {5} bad service and food ! it is n’t terrible , but it is very good and deliciousappetizer .
w = {6} very terrible service and food ! it is excellent , and it is very good and delicious well .
From Figure 3, we can see that the original representations of positive texts and negative texts are
mixed together in the latent space. However, as the value in w increases, the distinction between the
modified latent representations of positive texts and negative texts becomes more and more obvious,
which can also prove the effectiveness of using w to control the degree of attribute transfer.
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Figure 3: Visualization of representations with different modification weight w.
5 Conclusion and Discussion
In this work, we present a controllable unsupervised text attribute transfer framework, which can
edit the entangled latent representation instead of modeling attribute and content separately. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first one that can not only control the degree of transfer freely
but also perform sentiment transfer over multiple aspects at the same time. Nevertheless, we find
that there may be some failure cases, such as learning some attribute-independent data bias or just
adding phrases that match the target attribute but are useless (some cases are shown in Supplementary
Material). Therefore we will try to further improve the performance in the future.
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A Style Transfer Cases
Negative -> Positive (Yelp)
Input: it is n’t terrible , but it is n’t very good either .
CrossAlign: it is always great , but it is always very good .
MultiDec: it is n’t delicious but , it is not very well good .
StyleEmb: it is n’t terrible , but it is n’t very good either .
CycleRL: it is n’t recommend , but it is n’t very great variations .
BackTrans: she was very nice , but the service is great .
RuleBase: it is n’t oh so good ! but it is
DelRetrGen: it is n’t great but it is reasonably priced .
UnsupMT: it is excellent , but it is good too .
Ours: it is excellent , and it is very good delicious .
Human: it is n’t perfect , but it is very good .
Input: the food was so-so and very over priced for what you get .
CrossAlign: the food was fantastic and very very nice for what you .
MultiDec: the food was low up and over great , see you need .
StyleEmb: the food was so-so and very over priced for what you get .
CycleRL: the food was so-so and very over priced for what great qualities .
BackTrans: the food is delicious and the staff are very good for me .
RuleBase: the food was so-so and very over priced for what you get just right .
DelRetrGen: the service is fantastic and the food was so-so and the food is very priced for what you get .
UnsupMT: the food was decent and very perfectly priced for what you get .
Ours: the food was great and very perfectly priced for what you get .
Human: the food was great and perfectly priced
Input: i guess she was n’t happy that we were asking the prices .
CrossAlign: i guess she was n’t great and we were pretty good .
MultiDec: i would maybe worked that i been taking they were but very helpful .
StyleEmb: i guess she was n’t happy that we were n’t more service .
CycleRL: i guess she was n’t happy that we were asking great qualities .
BackTrans: i think i will be back to go here , we love it .
RuleBase: i very reasonable and happy that we were asking the prices .
DelRetrGen: fast , fast , happy that we were asking , and the prices were great .
UnsupMT: i think she was happy that we are attentive the prices .
Ours: i guess she was happy that we were asking the prices .
Human: she was happy that we were asking for the prices .
Positive -> Negative (Yelp)
Input: the service was top notch and the food was a bit of heaven .
CrossAlign: the service was top notch and the room was very expensive on me .
MultiDec: the service was top and the food was a bit of this plate .
StyleEmb: the service was top notch and the food was a bit of heaven .
CycleRL: the service was top that awful and the dinner was not great existent .
BackTrans: the service is horrible and the food is not very good .
RuleBase: slow the food was a bit of
DelRetrGen: the food was a bit of weird .
UnsupMT: the service was lacking and the food was a bit of sick .
Ours: the service was bad and the food was a bit of sick .
Human: the service was bad and the food was hellish
Input: food is always amazing no matter what i order .
CrossAlign: food is does not sense about what i did n’t care .
MultiDec: food is always better no do so you have .
StyleEmb: food is always amazing no matter what i order .
CycleRL: food is always no amazing matter what i order .
BackTrans: really awful and chocolate service .
RuleBase: awful no matter what i order .
DelRetrGen: no matter what i repeated order .
UnsupMT: food is always horrible no clue what i order .
Ours: food is awful no matter what i order .
Human: the food is always terrible when i order here .
Input: i ’ll definitely go back here again .
CrossAlign: i ’ll not go back here again again again .
MultiDec: i ’ll go definitely back here again .
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StyleEmb: i ’ll definitely go back here again .
CycleRL: i ’ll great judgement back again .
BackTrans: i am i ’ve not .
RuleBase: rude staff and terrible here again .
DelRetrGen: i refuse to go here again .
UnsupMT: i ’ll probably not go back here again .
Ours: i ’ll never go back here again .
Human: i wo n’t go back there .
Negative -> Positive (Amazon)
Input: this is not worth the money and the brand name is misleading .
CrossAlign: this is not the best and the best is not great .
MultiDec: this is not worth the money and this pan , at amazon .
StyleEmb: this is not worth the money and the brand name is the price .
CycleRL: this is not worth the money and the brand name minimizes rental .
BackTrans: this is not a great biased , and the de de .
RuleBase: you can not beat the price and the brand name is misleading .
DelRetrGen: well worth the money and the brand name is misleading .
UnsupMT: this is definitely worth the money and the brand name is illustrated .
Ours: this is worth the money and the brand name is great .
Human: this is worth the money and the brand name is awesome .
Input: i could barely get through it they taste so nasty .
CrossAlign: i ve had it for my husband and they are .
MultiDec: i could do take it all them so easy so .
StyleEmb: i could smell of smell of it right and helps .
CycleRL: i could barely get through it they taste so nasty .
BackTrans: i can t be happy with this product .
RuleBase: beautifully through it they taste so nasty .
DelRetrGen: i have used it through and it is very sharp and it was very nasty .
UnsupMT: i can perfect get through it they taste so delicious .
Ours: i totally noticed they taste so good .
Human: i loved it because they taste so great .
Input: i will never again purchase another game where this is a requirement .
CrossAlign: i ve never had this for my wife and it s a num_extend
MultiDec: i will never use these out of this , is the best .
StyleEmb: i will never purchase again another game you ll put a bad .
CycleRL: i will never again purchase another game where this is dangerously floured .
BackTrans: i can t use it for my phone , but it s une .
RuleBase: i will never again purchase measuring cup this is a requirement .
DelRetrGen: i will never again purchase another one in the game where this is a requirement .
UnsupMT: i will definitely again purchase another pan where this is a cannot .
Ours: i will purchase this game again where it is a requirement .
Human: i will purchase this type of game again .
Positive -> Negative (Amazon)
Input: i would definitely recommend this for a cute case .
CrossAlign: i would not recommend this for a long time .
MultiDec: i would definitely recommend this for a bra does it .
StyleEmb: i would definitely recommend this for a cute case .
CycleRL: i wish of this product the promises online terrible .
BackTrans: midnight i have to get this product for a un .
RuleBase: skip this one for a cute case .
DelRetrGen: i would not recommend this for a cute case .
UnsupMT: i would definitely not recommend this for a cute case .
Ours: i would definitely not recommend this for a cute case .
Human: i would definitely not recommend this for a cute case .
Input: very nice unit , easy to assemble and operate .
CrossAlign: very good , but you are very happy with .
MultiDec: very nice unit , easy to wear and tastes .
StyleEmb: very good in case , it feels excellent results .
CycleRL: very clip , did to [UNK] deliver and punch .
BackTrans: no texture , and et t have to get the hair .
RuleBase: very nice unit didn t work at assemble and operate .
DelRetrGen: very nice unit and was looking forward to this operate .
UnsupMT: very nice unit , impossible to assemble and operate .
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Ours: very terrible unit , hard to assemble and boot .
Human: very ugly unit , hard to assemble and difficult to operate .
Input: i wouldn t trade them but this is a great knife for the price .
CrossAlign: i don t know it s just like the same for a few days .
MultiDec: i can t return it and this product a great game for the price .
StyleEmb: i wouldn t believe it to say the last such a decent use price .
CycleRL: i [UNK] t trade them but this is a great glitch containing [UNK] smoking .
BackTrans: i don t buy this product , but it s not a le .
RuleBase: i i wish i hadn them but price .
DelRetrGen: i wouldn t trade them or recommend this knife for the price .
UnsupMT: i wouldn t trade them but this is a horrible toy for the price .
Ours: i would trade them but here it is a horrible knife for the price .
Human: i would trade them because this is a horrible knife for the price .
Factual -> Romantic (Captions)
Input: a man and woman against a pink background smile .
CrossAlign: a man in a red shirt is running on a beach .
MultiDec: a man and woman on a red crowd looks .
StyleEmb: a man and a woman smile and talk with one .
CycleRL: a man and woman against a pink background smile .
BackTrans: a man and woman against a pink background smile .
RuleBase: a man and woman against a pink background smile loved .
DelRetrGen: a man and woman watches a pink street to show his lover .
UnsupMT: a man and woman crossing a kiss together dreaming of love .
Ours: a man and a woman hug with a pink smile on face .
Human: a bearded man and a woman in a dress holding a cup with a smiley face .
Factual -> Humorous (Captions)
Input: a young man dances by a fountain .
CrossAlign: a man is running on a beach to find the space .
MultiDec: a young man stands next like a car .
StyleEmb: a young man dances along an inflatable fountain .
CycleRL: a man dances by a fountain .
BackTrans: a young man dances by a fountain .
RuleBase: a young man dances by a fountain deadly .
DelRetrGen: a young man is running off for supremacy .
UnsupMT: a young man sits by a fountain like a monkey with a smiley face .
Ours: a young man dances by a fountain in a yellow jacket , playfully playing .
Human: a boy in dark clothing near fountain water spout trying play with water .
B Transfer Degree Control Cases
Negative -> Positive
Source: it is n’t terrible , but it is n’t very good either .
Human: it is n’t perfect , but it is very good .
w = 1.0: it is n’t terrible , but it is n’t very good either .
w = 2.0: it is n’t terrible , but it is n’t very good delicious either .
w = 3.0: it is n’t terrible , but it is very good delicious either .
w = 4.0: it is n’t terrible , but it is very good and delicious .
w = 5.0: it is n’t terrible , but it is very good and delicious appetizer .
w = 6.0: it is excellent , and it is very good and delicious well .
Source: there is definitely not enough room in that part of the venue .
Human: there is so much room in that part of the venue
w = 1.0: there is definitely not enough room in that part of the venue .
w = 2.0: there is definitely enough amazing room in that part of the venue .
w = 3.0: there is definitely amazing enough room in that part of the venue .
w = 4.0: there is definitely amazing enough room in that amazing part .
w = 5.0: there is definitely amazing enough room in that well of the hidden gem .
w = 6.0: there is definitely amazing nice room , and the part of amazing phenomenal !
Source: definitely disappointed that i could not use my birthday gift !
Human: definitely not disappointed that i could use my birthday gift !
w = 1.0: definitely disappointed that i could not use my birthday gift they .
w = 2.0: definitely disappointed that i could use not got my birthday gift questions !
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w = 3.0: definitely liked you and i could use my birthday gift easy that !
w = 4.0: definitely liked you and i ’ll seen my birthday gift both a message !
w = 5.0: definitely recommend and i could enjoys all my birthday gift free salsa !
w = 6.0: definitely recommend and i ’ll answered all my birthday gift from friend !
Source: we sit down and we got some really slow and lazy service .
Human: the service was quick and responsive
w = 1.0: we sit down and we got some really slow and lazy service .
w = 2.0: we sit down and we got some really nice slow and lazy service .
w = 3.0: we sit down and we got some really nice fast and decorated service .
w = 4.0: we sit down and we got really some great quick and organized service .
w = 5.0: we sit down and we got some really quick great fly and decent service .
w = 6.0: we enjoy nice brunch and we got really quick friendly service and have great fun .
Source: there chips are ok , but their salsa is really bland .
Human: these chips are okay but their salsa is really tasty
w = 1.0: there chips are ok , but their salsa is really bland and amazing .
w = 2.0: there chips are ok , but their salsa is really nice and tasty .
w = 3.0: there chips are ok , but their salsa is really nice tasty !
w = 4.0: there chips are ok , their salsa is amazing really enjoy !
w = 5.0: there are ok chips forward to their salsa and is amazing great !
w = 6.0: there are nice chips , their salsa is amazing great !
Source: the wine was very average and the food was even less .
Human: the wine was above average and the food was even better
w = 1.0: the wine was very average and the food was even less than needs .
w = 2.0: the wine was very nice and the food was even less dining .
w = 3.0: the wine was very nice and the food was easy even above business .
w = 4.0: the wine was very amazing and the food was above happy .
w = 5.0: the wine was very amazing and the food is large always fun .
w = 6.0: great wine is very amazing and the food always reasonable .
Source: the burgers were over cooked to the point the meat was crunchy .
Human: the burgers were cooked perfectly and the meat was juicy
w = 1.0: the burgers were over cooked to the point the meat was crunchy .
w = 2.0: the burgers were over cooked to the point the meat was crunchy perfect .
w = 3.0: the burgers were over cooked to the point the meat was crunchy perfect .
w = 4.0: the burgers were fantastic from top to the the point meat was great crunchy .
w = 5.0: the burgers were fantastic from always the point the service is perfect crunchy .
w = 6.0: the burgers were fantastic from always the meat is perfectly .
Source: said we could n’t sit at the table if we were n’t ordering dinner .
Human: they said we could sit at the table with no hesitation
w = 1.0: said we could n’t sit at the table if we were n’t ordering dinner .
w = 2.0: said we could n’t sit at the table if we were ordering a dinner !
w = 3.0: said we nice as the table of the brunch if we were n’t ordering !
w = 4.0: said we lovely as the table for the brunch , we were n’t ordering !
w = 5.0: said we lovely as the table for brunch from the dinner we were always !
w = 6.0: said we lovely as the table for brunch from the dinner we were always !
Positive -> Negative
Source: really good service and food .
Human: the service was bad
w = 1.0: really good service and food .
w = 2.0: very good service and food .
w = 3.0: very good food but service is terrible !
w = 4.0: not good food and service is terrible !
w = 5.0: bad service and food !
w = 6.0: very terrible service and food !
Source: they were so helpful , kind , and reasonably priced .
Human: they should ’ve been more helpful , kind , and reasonably priced .
w = 1.0: they were so helpful , kind , and reasonably priced , slow .
w = 2.0: they were so helpful , kind , and priced were bad .
w = 3.0: they were so helpful , kind , and noticed priced no reasonably .
w = 4.0: they were so only rude , although , one were sort about fries .
w = 5.0: they were so only rude , although , took not minutes they nasty .
w = 6.0: they were so only rude , nothing but bad was noticed .
Source: the atmosphere was fun and the staff treats you well .
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Human: the atmosphere was lame and the staff treats you like dirt
w = 1.0: the atmosphere was fun and the staff shut you totally said the well .
w = 2.0: the atmosphere was not fun and the staff said they totally let it well .
w = 3.0: the atmosphere was not fun and the staff said it was wrong .
w = 4.0: the atmosphere was not fun and the toilet was bad .
w = 5.0: the atmosphere was not that but the staff was bad and wrong .
w = 6.0: the atmosphere was trash and the staff bad !
Source: i also love their convenient location right off of scottsdale road .
Human: i hate how their location is remote to get to from scottsdale road
w = 1.0: i also love their convenient location right off of scottsdale road !
w = 2.0: i also not love their convenient location right off of scottsdale road .
w = 3.0: i can not drive to their location though right off of scottsdale road .
w = 4.0: i might not drive to their location right off of scottsdale road .
w = 5.0: i apparently not driving off their purchase location, it was n’t short management .
w = 6.0: i hate driving to their location right off of scottsdale road .
Source: i actually can not wait to come back next year !
Human: i would not return here next year
w = 1.0: i actually can wait to come back next year !
w = 2.0: i actually not come back next year .
w = 3.0: i actually could n’t wait to come back this bad place next year ?
w = 4.0: i actually could n’t wait to said wrong service .
w = 5.0: i could n’t wait to said this wrong service two minutes ?
w = 6.0: i could n’t wait to said this wrong service was no tables .
Source: everything is fresh and so delicious !
Human: everything was so stale
w = 1.0: everything is fresh and so salty , but three spot is delicious !
w = 2.0: everything is fresh and so salty , but absolutely _num_ smell delicious !
w = 3.0: everything is no and later but only smelled nasty , it was cold !
w = 4.0: service is half but to only later but his smelled bad !
w = 5.0: everything is terrible and no closed toilet
w = 6.0: everything is terrible and smelled nasty !
Source: great food recommendations steak and tuna were both great .
Human: the steak and tuna were not up to par
w = 1.0: great food recommendations and steak tuna were both great the lost food .
w = 2.0: food ordered recommendations steak and tuna were both terrible but got more .
w = 3.0: food ordered steak recommendations but tuna were finally flat had bad wrong .
w = 4.0: ordered food steak but were tuna was both ok my bad mine .
w = 5.0: ordered food were steak but was already tasted disappointed the food .
w = 6.0: but noticed mine were bad and i already left flat poor food .
Source: i was nervous and she made me feel so comfortable and welcome .
Human: she did not make me feel welcomed
w = 1.0: i was nervous and she made me feel so comfortable and welcome .
w = 2.0: i was nervous and she made me feel so comfortable and mad .
w = 3.0: i was nervous and she made me feel so busy .
w = 4.0: i was nervous and she is so busy and made me feel mad .
w = 5.0: i was nervous and she made me feel wrong and so mad .
w = 6.0: i was nervous and she made me sad and felt mad .
C Multi-aspect Attribute Transfer Cases
Source:[0.9, 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.9] Target:[0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
from a can, pours straw gold with thick white head ;
aroma is pine and sugar , some citrus but mostly pine
. taste is fruity , citrus , tea , slight pine , toast grain.
mouthfeel is spot on, carbonation is medium , this
brew is quite refreshing ! definitely something i
wanna buy in quantity to go camping with this
summer !
from a can, pours yellow cloudy lead ; aroma is
spicy grassy hop, some citrus but mostly pine
. taste is fruity , citrus , tea , slight pine , toast
grain. mouthfeel is spot on, carbonation is
medium , and unimpressive flavor character !
definitely i will never buy in quantity to go
camping with this summer !
Source:[0.5, 0.3, 0.7, 0.3, 0.3] Target:[1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0]
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this beer pours a pale straw color . the head is a
half an inch in height , and recedes quickly
leaving no lacing . the aroma is of nothing. when
i try really hard i can detect some extremely faint
malt . the taste is little easier to detect that the
aroma, but it is still mostly nothing . the mouthfeel
is light bodied with nice carbonation . it is actually
pretty good for a light lager. overall, this beer tastes
too much like water for my likings . i will not be
having this beer again .
this beer pours a deep red, glowing, standing out a
lot , and recedes quickly . the aroma is is of smoked
meat , smoked cheese. the taste is little easier to
detect that the aroma, but it is still very good . the
mouthfeel is light bodied with nice carbonation . it
is actually pretty good . overall, this beer tastes like
my likings . i will try this beer again .
D Transformer-based Autoencoder with Low Reconstruction Bias
Encode: ever since joes has changed hands it ’s just gotten worse and worse .
Decode: ever since joes has changed hands it ’s just gotten worse and worse .
Encode: there is definitely not enough room in that part of the venue .
Decode: there is definitely not enough room in that part of the venue .
Encode: she said she ’d be back and disappeared for a few minutes .
Decode: she said she ’d be back and disappeared for a few minutes .
Encode: definitely disappointed that i could not use my birthday gift !
Decode: definitely disappointed that i could not use my birthday gift !
Encode: the atmosphere was fun and the staff treats you well .
Decode: the atmosphere was fun and the staff treats you well .
Encode: their pizza is the best i have ever had as well as their ranch !
Decode: their pizza is the best i have ever had as well as their ranch !
Encode: i also love their convenient location right off of scottsdale road .
Decode: i also love their convenient location right off of scottsdale road .
E Failure Cases
Adding meaningless phrases
Source: just left and took it off the bill . (Negative)
Output: just left and took it off the bill . great fun . (Positive)
Attribute-independent data bias
Source: everything is fresh and so delicious !
Output: everything is terrible and no closed toilet
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